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Copeland Furniture to Expand Signature Collections for High Point Market
Bradford, VT. (May 5, 2021) –This season, Copeland Furniture will expand its signature
collections and will present new designs at High Point Market which runs from June 5–9, 2021.
The new introductions include pieces from the Mansfield, ISO, and Statements Collections,
ranging from beds and nightstands to dining tables and chairs. The new designs can be seen in
Copeland’s showroom located at Showplace-5100, Floor 5.
Beds in the Mansfield collection are now available in two heights – 40” and 49”. “The addition of
a taller headboard lends Mansfield to a wider range of potential applications,” said Ben Copeland.
“The design that was initially scaled to contemporary, urban environments can now be at home
in generously-sized suburban bedrooms.” Mansfield is crafted in solid walnut with a natural finish
or in solid cherry with five finish options (natural, autumn, cognac, saddle, and smoke). Each
finish is GREENGUARD Certified for low chemical emissions. The latest pieces can be made-toorder with a variety of knob or pull options.
Mansfield Bed

The ISO dining collection (named for the Greek word meaning "equal") refers to the balanced
orderliness and proportionality of the design. The ISO chairs, which have been available in solid
oak hardwood, will now also be available in cherry and walnut. The upholstery options include a
range of microsuede, fabric, Ultrasuede®, Ultraleather®, Sunbrella®, and leather colors, as well
as customer’s own material.

ISO Armchair

The Entwine dining tables from the Statements collection were designed to re-imagine traditional
forms and style idioms to create compelling visual focal points wherever they are used. The
Entwine glass top dining tables are now available in solid cherry with five finish options (natural,
autumn, cognac, saddle and smoke), and in solid walnut. The table has three size options and is
topped with clear tempered 15 mm glass.
Entwine Table
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About Copeland:
Copeland Furniture started in the 1970s as a family-owned and operated enterprise. Its mission
was to create beautiful wood products from natural hardwoods while simultaneously
protecting the beauty of the nature surrounding them. During their many periods of growth,
they have evolved from a one-man operation in an old garage in East Corinth, Vermont, to a
state-of-the-art manufacturing facility located on the banks of the Connecticut River in
Bradford, Vermont. More than four decades later, Copeland Furniture has stayed true to its
creed and places high value on quality furniture that lasts multiple generations. Copeland
Furniture believes that understated, well-designed structures inform our creative sensibilities
each day, and continuous improvement is what allows their company to thrive and excel. For
more information, please visit the official website www.copelandfurniture.com

